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me. Your wisdom, guidance and personal
warmth have given me greater confidence
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India grieves the passing away of
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FROM EDITOR'S DESK
Sadar Namaskar,
The latest issue of New India Samachar is in your hands. Now, you
must be eagerly waiting for this.
An efficient Government is working under the leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi.
This Government is committed to take the country ahead in every
dimension. In this special issue, you will get detailed information
about decisions taken by the Government to benefit farmers and
50 Crore workers.
Readers will get all information about Government decisions,
works and schemes.
This magazine is not a mouthpiece of the Government but a
platform to provide right information.
The magazine will be available to gram panchayats, zila
panchayats, panchayat samities, libraries, MLAs, MPs, officials
and journalists.
The magazine's e-book is now available to about 5 Crore people.
We are eagerly waiting for your feedback and suggestions.
Please send your response:
Address :
				
e-mail 		 :

Bureau of Outreach and Communication, IInd
Floor, Soochna Bhawan, New Delhi - 110003
response-nis@pib.gov.in

With your blessings

(K S DHATWALIA)
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Nutrition Month

Health

POSHAN MAAH: A MASS MOVEMENT
Nutrition month marked by campaign for
quality food intake by women, children & the
elderly people

NATIONAL NUTRITION MISSION
The Union Cabinet in December
2017 approved setting up of National
Nutrition Mission (NNM) with a budget
of Rs 9,046.17 Crore for three years
commencing from 2017-18
The POSHAN Abhiyaan was officially
launched by the Prime Minister on March
8, 2018 from Jhunjhunu in Rajasthan

N

ation and nutrition are very closely related
and to create awareness among the masses,
the Government celebrates September
month as 'Rashtriya POSHAN Maah' or Nutrition
month. The Prime Minister's Overarching Scheme
for Holistic Nourishment (POSHAN) Maah aims to
encourage people's participation in order to create
a mass movement for addressing issues of under
-nutrition amongst young children and women and
to ensure health and nutrition for everyone.
In the latest episode of Mann Ki Baat, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi recalled the maxim "Yatha Annam Tatha Mannam", which means that
mental and intellectual development is directly
related to the quality of food intake.
Proper nourishment plays a big role in helping
children and students to attain their optimum
potential and to show their mettle. Also, for the
children to be well-nourished, mothers, too, need
to receive proper nourishment.
The Prime Minister also talked about a Nutrition
Park created near the Statue of Unity of Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel in Gujarat. "A unique kind of
Nutrition Park has been created there. You can
get nutrition related information along with fun
and frolic," he said.

Mission strives to achieve a reduction in
stunting to 25 per cent by 2022
It also aims to reduce under-nutrition,
anaemia (among young children, women
and adolescent girls) and reduce low
birth weight cases
Over 10 Crore people will be benefited
with the scheme extended up to March
31, 2021
To ensure a holistic approach, all States/
Union Territories and districts have been
covered

NUTRITION MONITORS & CARDS

Bharatiya Poshan Krishi
Kosh is being created.
This will have complete
information about crops that
are being grown in each
district and their related
nutritional value
Schools have been
integrated into this mass
movement with efforts
being made to ensure
competitions for children
to increase nutrition
awareness

Just like Class Monitor,
there will be a Nutrition
Monitor in every class
A Nutrition Card will be
introduced
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News Briefs

Varanasi, holy & clean

G

hats of Varanasi are returning to their past
glory due to the commitment of people
towards clean Ganga. This is endorsed from
the fact that Varanasi has emerged as the
cleanest city along Ganga river in the Swachh
Survekshan, 2020. One of the priests in
Varanasi said that people are no more hesitant
to ritualistic Achman. The 140 MLD capacity
sewage treatment plant has proved to be very
helpful to make Ganga clean. A classification of
21 important and 63 general ghats (river banks)
has been made under the Swachh Bharat
Mission to clean and beautify river fronts.
Over 8-9 metric tonnes of garbage collected
everyday is taken to a plant in covered boats
to make compost. The city has become an
inspiration for others.

P

India & Japan, strategic
partners in arms

rime Minister Narendra Modi and the then
Japanese Prime Minister Abe Shinzo
welcomed the signing of the Agreement on
Reciprocal Provision of Supplies and Services
between the Indian Armed Forces and the
Self-Defense Forces of Japan. Speaking via
video-conferencing, they concurred that the
agreement would further enhance the depth of
defence cooperation between the two countries
and contribute to peace and security in the
Indo-Pacific region. Both the leaders reviewed
the status of ongoing cooperation, including the
Mumbai-Ahmedabad High Speed Rail (MAHSR)
project, under the framework of the India-Japan
Special Strategic & Global Partnership. They
agreed that the strong and enduring partnership
between the two countries will play a critical role
in charting the course for the global community
in the post-COVID world.

CHECK YOUR HEALTH STATUS REAL TIME ON AAROGYA SETU

A

arogya Setu App, the most downloaded contact tracing App in the world, has
added a new feature ‘Open API Service’, which can be availed by organizations
and business entities registered in India with more than 50 employees. They
can use the ‘Open API Service’ to enquire about the Aarogya Setu Application
in real-time and get the health status of their employees or any other Aarogya
Setu user, who have provided their consent for sharing their health status with
the organization. The Open API Service shall only provide the Aarogya Setu
status and name of the Aarogya Setu user. No other personal data shall be
provided through the API. Aarogya Setu has emerged as the most downloaded
contact tracing App, with more than 15 Crore users. The overwhelming support
of people has enabled it to aid to the efforts of frontline health workers and the
Government in COVID-19 mitigation and management efforts.
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Brisk business at Jan Aushadhi
Kendras amidst lockdown

D

oing justice to its motto – Seva Bhi, Rozgar Bhi – the
Pradhanmantri Jan Aushadhi Yojana (PMJAY) is supplying
medicines at low cost. Prices of medicines at the Jan Aushadhi
Kendras (JAKs) are 50 to 90 per cent less than the market. A
drug meant for treating cancer, which sells at Rs 6,500 in the
market, is available for Rs 800! During COVID-19 lockdown, the
Jan Aushadi sales have reached nearly Rs 150 Crore i.e the first
quarter of this Financial Year nearly doubling from the sales
during the same period the previous FY. The total sales up to
September 15, 2020 stood a little over Rs 256 Crore. The savings
accrued to the customers of the Jan Aushadi medicines is over
Rs 1,250 Crore. There are more than 6,600 JAKs across the
country which are selling more than 1250 types of medicines
and drugs along with over 250 types of surgical equipment. The
Jan Aushadhi Kendras sold about 15 Lakh face masks, 80 Lakh
tablets of Hydroxychloroquine and 1 Crore Paracetamol Tablets
during the lockdown.. More than 5 Crore Sanitary Napkins were
sold at these kendras at price of Re 1 each.

T

New India marvel:
under-water metro
link in Kolkata

T

he first phase of the 16.5
kilometer-long underwater
metro from Salt Lake Sector 5
to Salt Lake Stadium in Kolkata
is complete. An engineering
marvel of Indian Railways, it is
equipped with state-of-the-art
security and communications
technology. The entire corridor
would be ready for use by
December 2021. The project,
with an outlay of nearly Rs
8600 Crore, is set to become
the most sought after mode of
transportation in the city. The
underwater metro will connect
the twin cities of Kolkata and
Howrah.

SPORTS QUOTA AMBIT EXPANDED FOR JOBS

he Department of Personnel and Training (DoPT) has
accepted the proposal of the Ministry of Sports to grant
benefit of the sports quota to athletes of 20 new disciplines
on September 1, 2020. The list of sports, which qualify
for appointment of meritorious sportspersons in Central
Government offices, has now been revised from 43 to 63. They
include indigenous and traditional sports like Mallakhamb,
Tug-of-War, Sepak Takraw and Roll Ball. Speaking about
the decision, Union Minister of State for Youth Affairs and
Sports, Kiren Rijiju said, "To ensure the overall welfare of
our athletes is of primary importance for the Government,
and the proposal to include more sporting disciplines in
the DoPT list is a step in that direction."
New India Samachar 5

समाचार-सार
Mahatma Gandhi’s Birth Anniversary

Why India and the World Need Gandhi

The great leader envisioned a world where every citizen has dignity and prosperity

U

NARENDRA MODI

pon reaching India in 1959, the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. remarked, “To other
countries I may go as a tourist, but to India
I come as a pilgrim”. He added, “Perhaps, above
all, India is the land where the techniques of
nonviolent social change were developed that
my people have used in Montgomery, Alabama,
and elsewhere throughout the American
South. We have found them to be effective and
sustaining — they work!”
The guiding light whose inspiration got Dr.
King to India was Mohandas Karamchand
Gandhi, the Mahatma, the Great Soul. Gandhi Ji,
or Bapu, continues to give courage to millions
globally.
Gandhian methods of resistance ignited a
spirit of hope among several African nations. Dr.
King remarked: “When I was visiting in Ghana,
West Africa, Prime Minister Nkrumah told me
that he had read the works of Gandhi and felt
6 New India Samachar

that nonviolent resistance could be extended
there. We recall that South Africa has had bus
boycotts also.” Nelson Mandela referred to
Gandhi as “the Sacred Warrior” and wrote, “His
strategy of non cooperation, his assertion that
we can be dominated only if we cooperate with
our dominators, and his nonviolent resistance
inspired anticolonial and antiracist movements
internationally in our century.”
For Mr. Mandela, Gandhi was Indian and
South African. Gandhi would have approved.
He had the unique ability to become a bridge
between some of the greatest contradictions in
human society.
In 1925, Gandhi wrote in “Young India”: “It is
impossible for one to be internationalist without
being a nationalist. Internationalism is possible
only when nationalism becomes a fact, i.e.,
when peoples belonging to different countries
have organised themselves and are able to act

as one man.” He envisioned Indian nationalism
as one that was never narrow or exclusive but
one that worked for the service of humanity.
Mahatma Gandhi also epitomized trust among
all sections of society. In 1917, Ahmedabad in
Gujarat witnessed a huge textile strike. When
the conflict between the mill workers and
owners escalated to a point of no return, it was
Gandhi who mediated an equitable settlement.
Gandhi formed the Majoor Mahajan Sangh, an
association for workers’ rights. At first sight, it
may seem just another name of an organization
but it reveals how small steps created a large
impact. During those days, “Mahajan” was used
as a title of respect for elites. Gandhi inverted
the social structure by attaching the name
“Mahajan” to “Majoor,” or laborers. With that
linguistic choice, Gandhi enhanced the pride of
workers. And Gandhi combined ordinary objects
with mass politics. Who else could have used
a charkha, a spinning wheel, and khadi, Indian
homespun cloth, as symbols of economic
self-reliance and empowerment for a nation?
Who else could have created a mass agitation
through a pinch of salt! During colonial rule, Salt
Laws, which placed a new tax on Indian salt, had
become a burden. Through the Dandi March
in 1930, Gandhi challenged the Salt Laws. His
picking up a small lump of natural salt from
the Arabian Sea shore led to the historic civil
disobedience movement.
There have been many mass movements in
the world, many strands of the freedom struggle
even in India, but what sets apart the Gandhian
struggle and those inspired by him is the
wide-scale public participation. He never held
administrative or elected office. He was never
tempted by power.
For him, independence was not absence of
external rule. He saw a deep link between political
independence and personal empowerment.
He envisioned a world where every citizen has
dignity and prosperity. When the world spoke
about rights, Gandhi emphasized duties. He
wrote in “Young India”: “The true source of rights

is duty. If we all discharge our duties, rights
will not be far to seek.” He wrote in the journal
Harijan, “Rights accrue automatically to him who
duly performs his duties.” Gandhi gave us the
doctrine of trusteeship, which emphasized the
socio-economic welfare of the poor. Inspired by
that, we should think about a spirit of ownership.
We, as inheritors of the earth, are responsible
for its well-being, including that of the flora
and fauna with whom we share our planet. In
Gandhi, we have the best teacher to guide us.
From uniting those who believe in humanity
to furthering sustainable development and
ensuring economic self-reliance, Gandhi offers
solutions to every problem. We in India are
doing our bit. India is among the fastest when
it comes to eliminating poverty. Our sanitation
efforts have drawn global attention. India is
also taking the lead in harnessing renewable
resources through efforts like the International
Solar Alliance, which has brought together
several nations to leverage solar energy for a
sustainable future. We want to do even more,
with the world and for the world.
As a tribute to Gandhi, I propose what I call the
Einstein Challenge. We know Albert Einstein’s
famous words on Gandhi: “Generations to come
will scarce believe that such a one as this ever in
flesh and blood walked upon this earth.”
How do we ensure the ideals of Gandhi are
remembered by future generations? I invite
thinkers, entrepreneurs and tech leaders to be
at the forefront of spreading Gandhi’s ideas
through innovation. Let us work shoulder to
shoulder to make our world prosperous and
free from hate, violence and suffering. That is
when we will fulfill Mahatma Gandhi’s dream,
summed up in his favorite hymn, “Vaishnava
Jana To,” which says that a true human is one
who feels the pain of others, removes misery
and is never arrogant.
The world bows to you, beloved Bapu!
(The article was written by Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on the occasion of Gandhiji's 150th Birth Anniversary)
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समाचार-सारTextile Sector

Growth of Khadi

“Whenever, we think of Mahatma
Gandhi, naturally we are
reminded of Khadi. I am just
insisting to use, at least one
Khadi product, like handkerchief,
or a bath towel, a bed sheet,
a pillow cover, a curtain or
anything of that kind. If you
have an inclination for all kinds
of fabrics and clothes in your
family, you can also buy Khadi
products on a regular basis. I
am saying this as when you buy
Khadi products; it helps poor
people to light lamps on Diwali”

KHADI

GETS A LEG UP

The efforts of the Union Government
since mid 2014 to modernize
production and customize the
products of Khadi has brought windfall
gains to the sector. Today the sales
have increased by a whopping 389 per
cent and increased its employment
potential. Khadi Industry stands as a
shining example of the Governments
#AatmaNirbharBharat

U

nder the leadership of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in the past six years, the
brand Khadi has seen the widest acceptance.
Also, the country has witnessed scripting of the
biggest success story of the KVIC. The output
of Khadi has more than doubled in the five years
8 New India Samachar

MODI MAGIC WORKS, PEOPLE
SWITCH TO KHADI
October 4, 2014: A man reached a KVIC
store in Delhi’s Madhu Vihar area. He bought
five bedsheets and towels. As he moved
towards the billing counter, the excitement
was visible in his words as he spoke to the
store employees. “I visited a showroom but
after listening to Modiji, I felt what could
have been better than Khadi”.
October 9, 2014: Lok Sabha MP from
Chatra in Jharkhand Sunil Kumar Singh was
allotted a government bungalow. CPWD
officials brought over 200 samples for
selecting the fabric for curtains. The MP
asked the executive engineer if they have
Khadi or handloom curtains. The officials
said, “We required a lot of material and the
KVIC was unable to meet the demand”.
The MP told CPWD officials: “You should
have informed the KVIC in advance about
demand so that it could be met with.” Later
on, the officials arranged the samples for
the MP to choose from.

NEW MILESTONE
IN PRODUCTION

Annual average
production of Khadi
fabric was 17.80
lakh square meters
from 1956 to
2013-14
Annual average
production
increased to 1.58
Crore square meters
in just 6 years from
2014 to 2019-20

PM’S APPEAL SPINS A FINE
THREAD IN KHADI
Production & sales hit new high

Sector

2013-14 		
Production Sale

Khadi
Village

Industry

Production

`811.08 `1,081.04 `2,292.44
`25,298 `26,689 `65,393.40

Sale

` 4,211.26
`84,675.39

Production & Sales Figures in Crore

Employment
2014-20
Honey Mission

13,657
Khadi

About 3 Lakh
Khadi Village Industry
About

2019-20

30 Lakh

since 2015-16. The sale has also gone
up by nearly three times during the same
period. The total turnover of KVIC in 2019-20 reached Rs 88,887 Crore, which no
FMCG company can even match. The
unprecedented growth in the use of Khadi
products during the present Government
can be gauged from the fact that its
production has grown at an average of
19.45 per cent per annum since 2015-16,
which was merely 6.25 per cent during
the previous government i.e from 2004
to 2014.
Sale of Khadi products grew
exponentially
during
the
present
Government at the annual rate of 27.6 per
cent, which remained as low as 6.65 per
cent, from 2004 to 2014. The production
of Khadi items, which was pegged at Rs
1,066 Crore in 2015-16, shot up to Rs
2,292.44 Crore in 2019-20, registering an
increase of over 115 per cent. The sale
of Khadi fabric products increased by
179 per cent from Rs 1,510 Crore in 2015
-16 to a whopping Rs 4,211.26 Crore in
2019-20.

Popular with gen-next

Prime Minister Narendra Modi had in
2014 planned to make Khadi popular
among the youth. Following his plan,
KVIC too started marketing its products
just like any other private brand. Now, it
offers even Indo-Western outfits. Besides
apparels, a wide range of products like
cosmetics, soaps, shampoos, Ayurvedic
medicines, honey, oils, tea, pickles, papads
and leather items are offered to attract
customers across the country and even
from abroad. This has resulted in doubling
the production and sale of village industry
products in five years. KVIC Chairman
Vinai Kumar Saxena attributed Khadi’s
phenomenal growth to the sustained
efforts of the Prime Minister.
New India Samachar 9

भारत कीNation
कहानी-

Global Innovation Index

Innovations
galore
Centre’s projects like Startup India, Atal
Innovation Mission & Make in India enabled the
country to take a spot in top 50 countries in
Global Innovations Index

F

or any society or the country to grow
and compete with its contemporaries,
they must remain open to changes
and innovations. As aptly put up by William
Pollard, an English writer, in his famous quote:
“Learning and innovation go hand in hand. The
arrogance of success is to think that what you
did yesterday will be sufficient for tomorrow.”
So, the present Government’s initiative
and focus on innovations, research and
development are yielding results. The
country has taken a big leap as India is now
among the top 50 countries of the world as
per the Global Innovation Index, (GII) 2020
rankings by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO). Schemes like Startup
10 New India Samachar

India, Atal Innovation Mission, Make in India,
Atal Tinkering Lab, Hackathon have been
helping in innovation.

66

60

57

52

48

81

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

India has climbed four spots. It has been
ranked 48th in the Global Innovation Index
2020 rankings. In midst of the COVID-19
pandemic, it comes as a great news for the
country, which is a testament to its robust
R&D ecosystem.
India was at the 52nd position in 2019
and was ranked 81st in 2015. It is a feat
to be in the league of highly innovative
developed nations. The WIPO also
acknowledged India as one of the leading
innovation achievers of 2019 in the central
and southern Asian region.
Consistent improvement in the Global
Innovation Index rankings is due to the
immense knowledge capital, vibrant
startup ecosystem, and amazing work
done by the public and private research
organizations in the country.
Moreover, the National Education Policy,
2020 is a step towards enhancing the
spirit of innovation among the children
and youth of the country. The India
Innovation Index, which was released last
year by the NITI Aayog, has been widely
accepted as the major step in the direction
of decentralization of innovation across
all the States of India. The country is now
more than ready to double its efforts in
improving its ranking in the GII and aims
to be in the top 25 countries in the next
rankings. It has been a glorious journey so
far in the last six years. As per the 2020
reports of the GII, with around 50,000
startups, India is today the third-largest
startup economy, after the US and the UK.
As per reports, India was placed at the
52nd position in 2019, improving its ranking
from the 57th position in 2018. According
to StartupBlink, a Zurich-based global startup ecosystem map and research center,
India is ranked 17th among 100 countries
in 2019, based on the strength of its start-

Government bans 118 Apps

Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology has decided to block 118
mobile Apps as they were engaged in
activities which are prejudicial to the
sovereignty and integrity of the country.
The decision was taken after the Ministry
received many complaints from various
sources including several reports about
misuse of some mobile Apps available on
Android and iOS platforms for stealing and
surreptitiously transmitting users’ data in
an unauthorized manner to servers which
have locations outside India.
Some of these banned Apps included:
PUS Launcher Pro-Theme, Live Wallpapers,
Smart, APUS Launcher-Theme, Call
Show, Wallpaper, HideApps, Baidu,
FaceU-Inspire Your Beauty, ShareSave by
Xiaomi: Latest Gadgets, Amazing Deals,
CamCard-Business Card Reader, WeChat
Reading, Cyber Hunter, Ludo World-Ludo
Superstar, Dank Tanks and PUBG MOBILE
Nordic Map: Livik, PUBG MOBILE Nordic
Map: Livik, PUBG MOBILE LITE

up ecosystem, having moved up 20 notches
from the 37th rank in 2018. The GII ranking is
based on a set of 80 indicators.
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Special Report

Labour Reforms

Labour Codes to

Empower
Workers

12 New India Samachar

Expanding social security cover, better wages,
free healthcare, medicines, increase and
providing safety at work are the focus of
the four Labour Codes

F

or the first time in the history of Independent
India, the present Government has initiated
measures to provide relief to 50 Crore
workers from the maze of complex labour laws
to provide them social security cover.
As part of the labour reform initiatives, the
Government has decided to amalgamate
several labour laws into four codes – on wages;
industrial relations; social security and safety
and healthy working conditions.
The aim is to provide workers in the country
a dignified life with social security benefits. The
pitiable condition of the workers can be gauged
from the fact that there is no law protecting
the interests of workers in the unorganised
sector which comprise 93 per cent of the total
workforce in the country. The organised sector
employs only 7 per cent of the workforce.
The commitment of the present government
was underscored by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on October 16, 2014, when, during the
launch of the 'Shamev Jayate' Campaign, he
called them 'nation builders'.
The Government launched five big initiatives
under the ‘Shramev Jayate’. Prominent among
them was the launch of ‘Shram Suvidha Portal’
that aims at simplifying the compliance of 16
labour laws, including the filing of income tax
return through a single online form. A transparent
labour inspection scheme for random selection
of units for inspection was another reform. It

helped ending the undue harassment from the
“Inspector Raj” ensuring better compliance in
the bargain.
The scheme, for the first time, enabled
portability through Universal Account Number
(UAN) for EPF subscribers from the organised
sector. This has eased the access to Rs 27,000
Crore lying unclaimed with the Employees
Provident Fund Organisation (EPFO).
To ensure social security for old-age workers
from the unorganised sector the government
launched Pradhan Mantri Shram Yogi MaanDhan Scheme under which workers would be
provided a monthly pension of Rs 3,000 after
reaching 60 years of age.
Taking all these initiatives forward, the
Government is now amalgamating all labour
laws into four Labour Codes. While one code will
deal with wages, others with the occupational
safety and healthy working conditions. There
will be one code on social security and one
on Industrial Relations. The Wage Code has
already been passed by Parliament. The other
three codes have been approved by the Cabinet.
FREEDOM FROM COMPLEXITIES OF LAWS
Several provisions of the labour law date
back to the British Era. Even with the passage of
time, there was no change in these laws making
them redundant. Instead of protecting interests
of labourers, they were rather creating hurdles.
New India Samachar 13

Special Report

Labour Reforms

Tangle of laws was such that workers were
forced to fill multiple forms making the
process complex. In such a situation, the
Government wants to bring them under four
codes.
CONCERN FOR MIGRANT WORKERS
During the COVID-19 lockdown, Prime
Minister was concerned about migrant
workers and took every measure so that
in the hour of crisis, they bear the least
impact. From providing free ration to other
reliefs, the Government was focused toward
providing them comfort.
The Prime Minister was aggrieved to see
the plight of migrant workers. Meanwhile,
continuous efforts were made resulting in
the making of provisions of four codes for
securing a better future for workers.
Now, there will be a national database for

50

WAGE
CODE
Crore workers under
organised and unorganised
sector to get Minimum Wage
Guarantee

SOCIAL

EXPANSION OF ESIC
Benefits of ESIC to
be extended to

n

n

n

n

n

n

50

Social Security Fund for unorganised
sector
ESIC to provide free healthcare and
medicine facilities to workers for a
nominal contribution
Doors of ESIC to be open for workers
from the unorganised sector as well
Expansion of ESIC hospitals,
dispensaries and branches up to the
district level

After 73 years of India’s Independence,
the Government is working for the wage
security, social security and health security
of 50 Crore organised and unorganised
workers
Minimum Wage Guarantee for every worker

Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Code
n

n

n

n

n

Every worker to get the appointment
letter
Migrant workers to get travel allowance to
visit home once a year
Migrant workers get ration card portability
in the region of their present work place
Free health check up for workers on yearly
basis
Women workers to be allowed to work in all
sectors
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n

n

n

n

Women workers in the night shifts to be
provided with security
Workers in the construction industry to get
help from the fund constituted for them
The period for availing annual leave has
been dropped to 180 days from 240 days
A leave of one day would be accumulated
after every 20 days of work
A National database to be prepared for
migrant workers

SECURITY CODE

(HEALTH & INSURANCE)
Lakh workers using the new technology
platforms like Uber, Ola, Flipkart, Amazon,
Gig and platform-based work
n

n

n

Benefits of ESIC to be extended to even
a single worker of a hazardous unit
Plantation workers to get benefits of
ESIC
Units with less than 10 workers to get
the chance to join ESIC voluntarily

n

Timely wage guarantee for every worker

n

No gender discrimination in wages

n

n

n

n

(Pension)

Pension (EPFO) benefits to all workers of
organised, unorganised and self-employed sector
n Self-employed category workers and workers
from some other categories to be brought under
EPFO
n Provision for a Social Security Fund to be made
for the unorganised sector
n Gratuity for fixed term employees not to have
obligation for minimum service tenure
n Equal social security to an employee working for
a fixed period to a regular employee
n Registration to be done through the portal to
create a national database of workers from the
unorganised sector
n Now, institutions with more than 20 workers to
report vacancies online
n

Provision of Minimum Floor Wage to do
away with regional disparity

Industrial
Relations (IR) Code
n

Expansion of EPFO

Speedy justice to workers from tribunals
Cases of workers in tribunals to be settled
within one year
Two members in the tribunal to expedite
the work
Recognition to the Trade Union securing

n

n

n

n

51 per cent of votes and recognised union to
negotiate the settlement.
A council to be constituted from all unions of
a region elsewhere
Any worker losing job to be given wages as per
norms under Atal Bimit Vyakti Kalyan Yojna
15 days salary for re-skilling to learn a new
work after losing job
Trade Unions to be given recognition at the
Central and the State level. This recognition
is being given for the first time
New India Samachar 15
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Labour Reforms

Helping hand for labourers during Corona

80

Crore people to get free
ration for 8 months

Workers transported to their homes
through trains and buses
n PM Garib Kalyan Rojgar Abhiyan to provide
them employment close to their homes
n Over 23,000 labourers from 116 districts
are connected through this scheme
n

the migrant workers with new provisions so that
if they move from one state to other, they are
covered under the same codes. So far, only the
migrant workers working under the contractors
were covered under the law. As per the new
code, employers would have to give travel
allowance to the workers for going home once
in a year.
WORKER AND EMPLOYER BONDING
The four Labour Codes will strike a balance
between the rights of workers and employers.

The four Labour Codes will strike a
balance between the rights of workers
and employers. This has been decided
on the basis of thoughts of the Prime
Minister which he expressed during
his speech on July 20, 2015

This has been decided on the basis of thoughts
of the Prime Minister which he expressed in his
speech on July 20, 2015 at the inauguration
ceremony of the 46th session of Indian Labour
Conference. The Prime Minister believes that
in building the nation, labourers, farmers and
workers have a crucial role to play. If a worker
remains unhappy, the country cannot be in a
happy state. He said, “As a society, we need to
respect the dignity of labour.” He also said that
there has to be a bond between the employer and
the worker. There has to be mutual respect for
each other to run the organization smoothly. The
employer should be compassionate towards its
workers and there should be reciprocation from
the workers too.
LABOURERS CAN UNDERSTAND LAW, AVAIL
RIGHTS
The intent and planning of the Government

Taking care of workers from organised & unorganised sectors

India has a strength of 50 Crore workers. Of this, about 93 per cent are from the unorganised
sector and do not get benefits despite stringent labour laws. As per the data from the labour
organisations, more than half of the 7 per cent labourers from the organised sector were
working on contract or on outsourcing basis so the Government was unable to protect their
rights. To deal with these issues, the second Labour Commission in 2002 presented its
report suggesting that the labour laws should be converted into Labour Codes. However, no
progress was made between 2004 and 2014. But when Prime Minister Narendra Modi took
over reins in Delhi in 2014, some serious steps were taken to convert the labour laws into
four codes.
16 New India Samachar

UNORGANISED WORKERS TO GET SOCIAL SECURITY COVER
H
istorical steps taken
by the Government
are bringing the entire
unorganised sector under
the social security cover. The
demand for Social Security
Code was raised in 2011-12.
After the implementation
of GST, there were series
brainstorming sessions
resulting in its speedy
implementation. Earlier, it
was believed that such a
reform is not possible. The
GST made the way easier for
the possibility of getting nod
from the State Governments.
The Government is reaching
out to the last man in the
queue. This social security
code, in the layman’s
language will ensure that
now from a big industrialist
to a rag picker, everyone will
have the same social security
cover of pension and health.

Even the poorest among the
poor will not be deprived of
these basic rights. Currently,
there are different schemes
by the Centre and State
Governments and the plan is
to merge all these schemes.
There will be three categories
of citizens in these codes:
First- the Upper class who
can take care of themselves,
Second - Employees who
get this facility from the
employer. And third - the poor

class which is unable to pay
to avail convenience of health
and pension. As per the
Social Economic Census, the
third category is 23 per cent,
and the Government will bear
their cost. The cost accrued
on PF and ESI will be under
this expenditure. The process
of withdrawal of the PF will
remain unchanged. Once
the structure is ready, a
National Board will be
constituted.

The Prime Minister believes that in building the nation, labourers, farmers
and workers have a crucial role to play. If a worker remains unhappy, the
country cannot be in a happy state
towards labour reforms have been clear in its
first term itself. The Prime Minister constituted
a committee under the leadership of the then
Union Finance Minister to carry out labour
reforms with a holistic approach. His concern
was whether the current labour laws were truly
benefiting or creating a hindrance in executing
the welfare measures. The objective behind the
Government initiative was that it was observed

in many court battles, the workers had to suffer a
lot as they were unable to hire expensive lawyers.
These four codes are historical steps towards
taking India to new heights and eventually will
revolutionize the people’s thinking towards
workers. Thus, taking cue from the welfare of
all, the Government is working towards a secure,
healthy and a dignified lifestyle for about 50
Crore workers of the country.
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TRANSFORMING
FARMERS INTO
ENTREPRENEURS

Agriculture being reinvented as an industry
and farmers, freed from the clutches of the middlemen, are
striding on the path of prosperity and Self-Reliance, which is a must
concomitant of a Self-Reliant India. The Government is committed to mitigate
the plight of farmers with measures such as higher Minimum Support Price
which is one-and-a-half times the cost of production so as to double the
farmers’ income by 2022 and transferring nearly Rs 7 Lakh Crore directly
to the accounts of around 10 Crore farmers in the next 10 years. After ‘One
Nation One Tax’, ‘One Nation One Ration Card’, and ‘One Nation One Test’ for
Government jobs, the Government has demonstrated its unabated zeal for
reforms by introducing ‘One Nation One Market’ for agriculture sector

The Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation)
Bill, 2020 and the Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of
Price Assurance and Farm Services Bill are the biggest agriculture
reforms in the country so far

W

hen a monetary benefit is extended to farmers or to the poor, the arm-chair
economists disparage it as a 'subsidy'. However, if a similar benefit given to industry
or commerce, it is glowingly lauded as an "incentive" or a "subvention". Does this
difference in language also reflect a difference in attitude? PM expressed these
views in a programme of a media house on January 30, 2016, and the next day to a delegation of
farmers. This reflects his positive concern for farmers.
In pursuing the vision of Prime Minister Narendra Modi for the farming community, the
Government has got the two Bills passed in Parliament brushing aside the agenda-driven
propaganda of misinformation and lies. These Bills have, at one stroke, demolished the nexus of
Mandi and middlemen and will give the real freedom to farmers from the shackles of middlemen.
After the Prime Minister announced One Nation One Market initiative from the ramparts of the
Red Fort in 2016, he ensured that it did not remain merely an announcement but soon transformed
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into a reality. During his address, the Prime
Minister had said that idea of making Ek Bharat
Shreshtha Bharat, which Sardar Patel dreamt of
with his unification initiative, has been realised.
But India is yet to become a unified market. The
Government started in this direction in a phased
manner. Though the eNAM platform was launched
as early as April 14, 2016, with the Bill now passed
in Parliament, the Government has made its vision
clear that not only the agriculture sector will be
developed on the lines of industry but also farmers
will be free to sell their produces anywhere in the
country at a profitable price like a true owner. So
far, farmers did not have this freedom as ‘One
Mandi One Licence’ regime forced them to sell their
produce in a particular agriculture market which
worked to the unfair advantage of the middlemen
because farmers could not afford to take their
wares back to his village if the middleman offered
un-remunerative price.
MSP: One-and-a-half times of the cost
Confusion is being created that the Minimum
Support Price (MSP) will be scrapped after these
laws come into effect. However, the truth is
that the Government, in its effort to double the
income of farmers has been continuously raising
MSP which is now one-and-a-half times the cost
to farmers. The Government procured 1,870
Lakh metric tonnes of paddy between 2014 and
2019 and paid Rs 4.34 Lakh Crore for the same
against the 1,670 Lakh metric tonnes procured
between 2009 and 2014 for Rs 2.88 Lakh Crore.
The incumbent Government has implemented
recommendations
of
MS
Swaminathan
Commission in deciding MSPs.
Farmers not to lose right over land
Another falsehood being spread is that big
corporates will capture farmers’ lands. However,
the Bills provide that the corporate contact with
the farmers will have no clause regarding the
ownership of the land. As a matter of fact, the
Bills will benefit 86 per cent marginal farmers
who do not have money to invest in improving
their farms. The Government is strengthening
20 New India Samachar

10,000 Farmer Producer Organisations (FPOs)
with an investment of Rs 7,000 Crore. These
FPOs will assist small and marginal farmers in
creating groups for entering into contracts with
the corporates. To ensure that nobody takes
undue advantage of farmers, sale, lease or
mortgage of farmers’ land is totally prohibited
and farmers’ land is also protected against any
recovery. Also, while the contract is binding on
the private entity, it is not binding on the farmers.
If the farmer has not taken any advance or any
payment then the farmer can cancel the contract
at any time even after signing it and without any
penalty. If the farmer has accepted any advance
or payment, then too he can end the contract at
any time by returning the principal amount on
which no interest would be payable. However,
the private player cannot cancel the contract
unilaterally and has to make the payout that he
has agreed to in the contract. Hence, the farmer
has been protected against all eventualities.
To further empower farmers, an effective
dispute resolution mechanism has been provided

New agricultural reforms have given the freedom to
every farmer of the country to sell his crops, fruits
and vegetables to anyone, anywhere. Now he has got
many more options besides the Mandi of his area.
Now if he gets more profit in the Mandis, then he will
go to the Mandi and sell his crops. If he gets more
money elsewhere, then he will go there and sell. Now
he is free from any kind of compulsion
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

for with clear timelines for redressal. This will
ensure that the farmer gets justice and gets it
without delay. All disputes have to be mandatorily
resolved within 30 days. In the event, the price of
produce goes up after the contract, the additional
benefits will be tranferred to farmers.
Freedom from Mandi Tax
Farmers had to pay Mandi Tax varying from 2
to 8.5 per cent with the highest being in Punjab.
But, with farmers now being allowed to sell their
produce outside the Mandi, they will be spared of
the tax burden which will add to their income.
Legal shield for farmers
Farmers, who had been subject to continuous
exploitation since Independence, have now been
freed from shackles for the first time. Under the
new laws, farmers have many options to sell their
produce.
The Prime Minister has described the passing of
these laws in Parliament as a watershed moment.
He said: “Some people who ruled this country for
decades are attempting to mislead the farmers

on this issue. They are supporting the middlemen
and the looters of the farmers' earnings. Lies
were being propagated that farmers will no longer
get the MSP. The government was committed
to providing fair prices to farmers through MSP
and the Government procurement will continue
as before.” He added, “With the new provisions
coming into force, farmers can sell their crop at
their desired price in any market of the country;
this is a historic move.”
With these legal shields, the intention of the
Government is clear that the 21st Century farmer
of the country will be free from any restrictions
in agriculture activities, movement and selling
of their produce. The Prime Minister said: "For
decades, the Indian farmers were bound by various
constraints and bullied by middlemen. The Bills
passed by Parliament liberate the farmers from
such adversities. These Bills will add impetus to
the efforts to double the income of farmers and
ensure greater prosperity for them.”
This is one of the biggest initiatives towards
changing lives of farmers by giving them Kisan
Samman Nidhi. Under this scheme, farmers will
be transferred a total Rs 6,000 in a year in three
equal installments, so that they are not forced to
take loans. When the then government waived
off Rs 72,000 Crore loan of farmers in 2008, the
actual amount waived off added upto merely
Rs 52,000 Crore. But the present Government
transferred Rs 94,000 Crore in one-and-a-half
years to make farmers free from the debt. The
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'MSP IS HERE TO STAY; SELL YOUR PRODUCE
Rest assured, the MSP will continue:
According to the Union Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh Tomar,
procurement of food grains at the
Minimum Support Price will continue. He
said that he had the assurance of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on this. The
MSP rates have been hiked significantly
between 2014 and 2020. The revised MSPs
for the upcoming Rabi season have been
announced. The Union Agriculture Minister
said that complete protection of farmers
has been ensured in these Bills

The Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020

The doubts

Main Provisions
n

n

n

n

n

n

It will create an ecosystem where farmers
and traders will enjoy freedom of choice of
sale and purchase of produce
It will promote barrier-free, inter-state and
intra-state trade and commerce outside
the physical premises of state notified
markets
Farmers will not be charged any cess or
levy for sale of their produce and will not
have to bear transport costs
It also proposes electronic trading in
transaction platform for ensuring trade
electronically
In addition to Mandis, farmers will be free
to trade at their farms, cold storages,
warehouses, processing units etc
Farmers will be able to engage in
direct marketing thereby eliminating
intermediaries resulting in full realization
of price
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n
n

n

Procurement at Minimum Support Price will stop
If farm produce is sold outside Mandis, these will
stop functioning
What will be the future of the Government's
electronic trading portal like eNAM ?

Clarifications
n

n

n

n

Procurement at the Minimum Support Price will
continue; farmers can sell their produce at MSP
rates; the MSPs for Rabi season have already
been announced
Mandis will not stop functioning, trading will
continue as before. Under the new system,
farmers will have the option to sell their produce
at other places in addition to the Mandis
The eNAM trading system will also continue in
the Mandis
Trading in the farm produce will increase on
electronic platforms. It will result in greater
transparency and save time

WHERE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL'
The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance & Farm Services Bill, 2020

The doubts
n

n

Main Provisions
n

n

n

n

n

n

It will allow farmers to directly
engage with food processing firms,
wholesalers, large retailers, exporters
etc., on a level playing field. Farmers
will get price assurance even before
the sowing of crops. In case of higher
market price, farmers will be entitled to
this price over and above the minimum
price
It will transfer the risk of market
unpredictability from the farmer
to the sponsor. Due to prior price
determination, farmers will be shielded
from the rise and fall of market prices
It will provide the farmer to access
modern technology, better seeds and
other inputs
It will reduce the cost of marketing and
boost the income of farmers
Provides for effective dispute
resolution mechanism with clear time
lines for redressal
Impetus for research and modern
technology in agriculture sector

n

n

Under contract
farming, farmers
will be under
pressure and will
not be able to
determine prices
How will small
farmers enter
contract farming;
sponsors will shy
away from them
The new system
will be a problem
for farmers
In case of dispute,
big companies
will be at an
advantage

Clarifications
n

n

n

n

The farmer will have full power in the contract to
fix a selling price for his produce. They will receive
payment within maximum 3 days
10,000 Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs) are
being formed throughout the country. These FPOs
will bring together small farmers and will work to
ensure remunerative pricing for farm produce
After signing the contract, the consumer will lift
the produce directly from the farm
Provisions in place for local dispute redressal
mechanism
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FARMERS' EMPOWERMENT

The Government’s overarching
emphasis on agriculture can be better
understood with steps taken by it in a
phased manner to protect interests
of farmers. Several initiatives
have been taken to improve the
farm productivity, protect farmers
and boost their income and their
overall welfare. Steps taken by
the Government are benefiting the
farmers in many ways such as easy
availability of fertilizers, improvement
in irrigation facilities, easy loan and
crop insurance scheme, access to
scientific support, and better prices
for their produce

BEFORE SOWING

The Soil Health Card enables farmers to make right choices. The
Government has distributed 22.39 crore soil health cards
Fertilizers: Long queues for
fertilizers are now a thing of the
past. The Government has ensured
that farmers can get fertilizer
easily. Prices of fertilizers have
also come down significantly.
Urea with 100% neem coating is
available in the country. It has also
reduced the consumption of urea
fertilizer.

money will become the means to live a respectful
life for farmers for the next 10 years in which Rs 7
Lakh Crore would be transferred to their accounts
directly.
Self-Reliant package
The Government is seamlessly taking
measures to double the income of farmers by
2022. It has also turned the crisis of COVID-19
into an opportunity. The importance of agriculture
can be gauged from the fact that the Government
has earmarked Rs 1 Lakh Crore for agriculture
infrastructure, Rs 10,000 Crore for food processing,
and Rs 500 Crore for Bee Farming. The Agriculture
Infrastructure Fund was approved by the Cabinet
on July 8, 2020, and was launched on August 9,
2020. Under the scheme, the Government plans
to spend Rs 1 lakh Crore over four years. Of this
allocation, Rs 10,000 Crore will be spent in 202021 while Rs 30,000 Crore each will be spent over
the next three financial years. Provision of rebate
of 2 per cent on the loan upto Rs 2 Crore has been
made. Building agriculture infrastructure, Primary
Agriculture Credit Society (PACS), FPO, agriculture
entrepreneurs and post-harvest assistance to
24 New India Samachar

Finance:
Lack of funds
in agriculture
troubles
farmers. But
now farmers
can avail easy
credit on lower
rate of interest

farmers will be provided.
For doubling the income of farmers...
On February 28, 2016, when the Prime Minister,
while addressing a Kisan Rally in Bareilly, talked
about doubling the income of farmers, a certain
concept was in his mind. In his determined words, he
said, "When the country will be celebrating the 75th
anniversary of its Independence in 2022, farmers'
income will have doubled."
Since then the Government has been also
consistent in its efforts to improve the state of
agricultural sector in the country. Both the new
Agriculture Bill are the biggest reforms in this
direction. Six years of continuous efforts by the
Government are now translating into the prosperity
of farmers.
The decisions taken by the Cabinet Commitee on
Economic Affairs are an indication of good times for
farmers. Once again, the Government gave a nod to
increase in the MSPs. According to Union Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh Tomar, the per quintal MSP
for wheat has been raised by Rs 50, for gram by Rs
225, for Barley by Rs 75 and for Masoor by Rs 300.

IN A PHASED MANNER
POST-SOWING
PRIME MINISTER CROP INSURANCE SCHEME:

DURING SOWING

To ensure irrigation facilities
Support and guidance to farmers
Scientific advice in the form of SMS
and calls are sent to crores of farmers

This Scheme is available to farmers at the lowest premium
rate. Under this scheme, there is one rate for one crop, eg 2%
for Kharif crops, 1.5% for Rabi crops. There is no capping on
premium rates and no reduction in the amount of insurance.
Since Independence, only about 20 per cent farmers were
able to get insurance benefits till the scheme was launched
eNAM: eNAM is an integrated online market that removes
information disparity for both buyers and sellers, provides real
time data and promotes transparency in search and auction
process

FARMER-WELFARE MEASURES

Farmers’ organisations support the Government
Farmers from different parts of the country have
thanked the government for Agriculture Reform Bills.
Senior farmer leaders from Maharashtra Raju Shetti
(Swabhimani Shetkari Sanghatana) and Anil Ghanwat
(Shetkari Sanghatan) besides farmers from Kanpur,
Moradabad, Gorakhpur, Dhule, Kathua, Jabalpur said that
Mandi system and MSP will remain. The new Bills have
got nothing to do with these issues. Various newspapers
in their editorials said that new agriculture Bills are in the
interest of farmers.

Kisan Rail: The Government has started first Kisan
Rail which is playing a crucial role in developing
National Cold Supply Chain. This will ensure
farmers getting right price for their produce.
Samman Nidhi: Every farmers' family gets Rs
6,000 per year through DBT. Rs 94,000 Crore have
been transferred to more than 10 Crore farmers
Production: Fruits and vegetable production
increased by 52%. An increase of 13.92 % in sowing
of Kharif crops. An increase of 19.04% in paddy
cultivation. An increase of 78% in the export of
organic produce till July, 2020
Income: A raise of 68% from 20% in the income of
farmers
StartUp: To generate employment among youth
and to increase farmers' income, 346 startups
related to agriculture get a fund of Rs 3,671.75 Lakh
Horticulture: Rs 10,500 Crore have been invested in
horticulture sector in the last five years. 8.83 Lakh
farmers to get training in new technologies
Irrigation: Water usage gets enhanced through use
of Minor irrigation. The expenditure on irrigation
reduced to 50%. Use of fertilizers down by 42%.
Use of Neem-coated fertilizers instead of chemical
fertilizers
New India Samachar 25
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Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana

BIG BLUE

REVOLUTION
The ambitious
project to develop
fish farming with
Rs 20,000 Crore
investment will help
modernize the sector that has
huge potential for exports, reduce
post-harvest losses and create fresh
employment in 21 states

I

ndia is among the major economies
of the world due to its sheer
size. Being the fourth largest fish
exporter in the world, the Government
plans to expedite further growth in
Fisheries sector. Now, it is essential
to work on strengthening the linkages
in this sector. Realizing the need, the
Government has been working on it .
So, Prime Minister Narendra
Modi launched Prime Minister
Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY),
e-Gopala App and several other
initiatives linked to studies and
research in fisheries, dairy, animal
husbandry and agriculture through
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FIVE PILLARS

1
2

3
4
5

To double the income of fishermen and
farmers
To increase the Fish production to 220 Lakh
Tonnes Per Year in the next 5 years from the
existing 150 Lakh Tonnes per year.
To increase the annual income to Rs 1 Lakh
Crore from the current Rs 46,600 Crore
Reduce post-harvest losses to 10 Per cent
from 20-25 per cent
To create 55 lakh employment opportunities
in the sector

MAKING WAVES
The Central Government
announced 'Blue Revolution'
in 2014. In its first term, the
Government invested Rs
2,600 Crore in the Fisheries
sector. The total investment
in the sector in the previous
67 years from 1947 was a
meagre Rs 3,682 Crore.
The sector saw a refreshing
change from 2014, it
registered an impressive
performance and doubled
its growth to 11 per cent
annually, compared to
a growth of 5.2 per cent
earlier

FISHERIES TO BECOME
SUSTAINABLE
Latest scheme offers insurance of fishing vessels;
financial assistance for upgrading vessels, boats,
bio-toilets, aquaculture in saline, alkaline areas,
Sea Mitra, Nucleus Breeding Centres, Fisheries and
Aquaculture Startup Apps, Integrated Aqua Park,
Integrated Coastal Fishing Village Development,
network of aquatic laboratories and their facilities,
e-trading, marketing etc
Projects worth over Rs 1,720 Crore are being
implemented in 21 States & UTs in its first phase.
PMMSY aims to address the shortcomings in
the production, quality technology, post-harvest
infrastructure and management. It also aims for
robust fishery management framework and welfare
of fishermen
A sustainable development plan for the sector. It is
to be implemented under the Aatma Nirbhar Bharat
package in the next 5 years with an estimated
investment of Rs 20,050 Crore. Out of this, Rs 12,340
Crore is to be spent on activities related to marine,
fisheries and aquaculture

The growth rate in fish
production in the five years
from 2014 increased to 7.53
per cent from the previous
4.7 per cent
The export of fish stood at
Rs 46,662 Crore. It recorded
an increase of 9.71 per cent
from 2014-15 to 2018-19

video
conferencing
on
September 10, 2020.
PMMSY
is
being
launched in 21 States of the
country with an investment
of Rs 20,000 Crore, which
would be spent in the next
4-5 Years. Out of this,
projects worth Rs 1,700

Crore have been launched
on September 10, 2020.
Speaking on the occasion,
the Prime Minister said,
"The motive behind all these
schemes is to empower
our villages and make
India Self-Reliant (Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat) in the 21st
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Century."
The Prime Minister said that the
scheme provides for new infrastructure,
modern equipment and access to new
markets to the fish producers, along with
increased opportunities for fish farming
as well as other means. He said this is the
first time after independence that such a
major scheme has been launched in the
country for the fisheries sector. Previous
Government’s investment in this sector
before 2014 was Rs 3,682 Crore. But
after 2014, the Government has invested
Rs 2,600 Crore till date with a projected
investment at Rs 20,000 Crore.
The goal is to double fish exports in the
next 3-4 years which will create millions
of new employment opportunities only
in the fisheries sector. Benefits of the
scheme include addressing critical gaps,
to work towards equipping the sector
with the latest technology, to upgrade
critical infrastructure, strengthening the
value chain and to create employment
opportunities. The scheme also has
provisions that would boost the welfare
of those associated with fishing.
Stating that this was the biggest
investment made in the fisheries sector
since independence, the Prime Minister
said that the objective is to double
fish exports in the coming years. Most
importantly, to make the optimum use
of the fisheries sector, the Prime Minister
said that a new ministry has been formed
while other schemes like Mission Clean
Ganga and Mission Dolphin will also
benefit the sector. "This will increase
earning opportunities through farming
as well as other means," he added. The
initiative will boost fish, milk and honey
production, paving the way for Blue
Revolution.
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e-Gopala to develop virtual
market place for livestock

T

he e-Gopala App will facilitate the provision
of a market place for livestock. Under this
scheme, many facilities have been inaugurated
in Patna, Purnia, Sitamarhi, Madhepura,
Kishanganj and Samastipur districts in Bihar.
The state is crucial for the project as out of state’s
total
population,
89 per cent of the
people live in villages
and out of that
76 per cent of the
population survive
on agriculture and
animal husbandry.
Through e-Gopala
App, cattle rearers
can get all the
information related
to animal husbandry. They can purchase
and sell livestock and access information
on availability of quality breeding services,
Ayurvedic medicine including guidance for
livestock, and all the appropriate information on
topics like immunization etc.
The Prime Minister also announced setting
up of Fish Brood Bank at Sitamarhi and Aquatic
Disease Referral Laboratory at Kishanganj under
the Prime Minister Matsya Sampada Yojana.
Along with this, he inaugurated one unit of fish
feed mill in Madhepura and two units of 'Fish
on Wheels' in Patna. He also inaugurated the
Comprehensive Fish Production Technology
Centre at Dr Rajendra Prasad Central Agricultural
University, Pusa, Bihar. IVF Lab was also started
at Veterinary University.
SCAN QR CODE
FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON
PMMSY

Development Schemes

State

BIHAR USHERING
IN NEW GLORY

Centre kicks off several projects to make
development inclusive. From providing
fresh water, river front, highways
development to sewerage treatment,
development campaign continues

T

he Government has always
been focusing on the development of States especially, the eastern states with Bihar being one of the
most crucial one. Prime Minister Narendra Modi has always talked about
development of the eastern part of
the country. To realise them on the
ground, the Prime Minister inaugurated various projects under 'Namami
Gange' and Atal Mission for Rejuvenating and Urban Transformation
(AMRUT) Yojana in Bihar on September 15, 2020.
Four schemes inaugurated on September 15, 2020 included sewerage
treatment plants at Beur and Karamalichak in Patna, as well as water-related projects in Siwan and Chhapra
districts under the AMRUT Yojana.
Apart from this, foundation stones
were laid for water supply projects in
Munger and Jamalpur and River Front
Development Scheme under Namami
Gange in Muzaffarpur district. The
Prime Minister informed that in the
last 4-5 years, lakhs of families have
been provided access to drinking water in the urban areas of Bihar under
the Mission AMRUT and State Government schemes.

LPG BOTTLING PLANT IN CHAMPARAN
The LPG bottling capacity of the plant, built at a cost of
Rs 136.4 Crore, is 84.50 lakh cylinders per annum. Apart
from East Champaran, West Champaran, Muzaffarpur,
Siwan, Gopalganj and Sitamarhi, Kushinagar district of
UP will also be benefitted by it.

KOSI BRIDGE COMPLETION

Bridge with a length of 1.9 Kilometer costing about
Rs 516 Crore has been completed during Corona
pandemic.

SEWERAGE & RIVER FRONT DEVELOPMENT

Prime Minister launched water-related projects in
Siwan and Chhapra districts under the AMRUT scheme
in addition to a sewerage treatment plant at Beur and
Karamalichak in Patna city. He laid the foundation
stone for water supply projects to overcome water
shortage in Munger and Jamalpur and the River
Front Development Scheme under Namami Gange in
Muzaffarpur district.

RIVER FRONT DEVELOPMENT SCHEME

Under Namami Gange Scheme, three ghats of
Muzaffarpur city will be developed. Toilets, information
kiosks, changing rooms, pathways, watch towers, good
signage, security and good lighting will be provided.

MUNGER-BHAGALPUR NH IN 3 MONTHS

Union Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin
Gadkari has approved proposal for concrete road
construction on Munger-Bhagalpur National Highway
80 of Bihar up to 120 km long Munger-BhagalpurTirpati-Kahalgaon.
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Helping Hand

PM SVANidhi Scheme

STREET VENDORS GET A
HELPING HAND
Over a million vendors hit by COVID-19 to get financial support from
centre to rebuild their fragile micro-businesses

S

treet vendors have
a crucial role to play
in the informal urban
economy but the lockdown
due to the COVID-19 pandemic
has adversely affected their
livelihoods. Markets were
closed during the lockdown
forcing people to remain
indoors; as a result business
of street vendor was hit the
hardest. The Government
realised that there was an
urgent need to provide credit
for working capital to street
vendors to resume their
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business. Pradhan Mantri
SVANidhi Scheme has been
launched on June 1, 2020, to
pull them out of their distress.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi interacted with the
street vendors from Madhya
Pradesh on September 9,
2020, and said that whenever
there is a major crisis or an

epidemic, the poor are the
worst affected. "The poor
have a crisis of employment,
eatables, and also lose
whatever savings he has
made," the Prime Minister said,
adding that street vendors
have suffered the most
during this pandemic. So far,
11,12,189 applications under

One time financial support through soft credit
& working capital will allow small businesses
to flourish. Already, 1.04 lakh street vendors
benefited through loans

The purpose behind
this scheme is to
ensure easy capital
to the people so that
they can make fresh
beginning and can
restart their work. The
Svanidhi scheme is an
important milestone
in the journey of
self-finance to selfemployment, from
self-employment to
self-sustenance and
from self-sustenance
to self-esteem
Prime Minister
Narendra Modi
PM SVANidhi Scheme have
been received with 3,95,120
loans being sanctioned and
1,04,062 disbursed.
SCAN QR CODE
FOR PM'S
INTERACTION WITH
BENEFICIARIES

SPECIAL MICRO CREDIT SCHEME
The scheme is fully
funded by the Ministry
of Housing and Urban
Affairs
It facilitates working
capital loan up to Rs
10,000 for a year
No prepayment penalty
will be charged for
repayment before the
scheduled date
The scheme shall be

implemented up to
March 2022
Interest subsidy on
timely/early repayment
is at 7 per cent
Monthly cash-back
incentive on digital
transactions
Higher loan eligibility on
timely repayment of the
first loan

HOW TO AVAIL BENEFITS
It is available to all street
vendors engaged in vending
in urban areas
No collateral will be taken
by the lending institutions
for the loan
Scheduled commercial
banks, regional rural
banks, small finance
banks, cooperative banks,
non-banking financial
companies, micro-finance
institutions and SHG

Banks will be the lending
institutions
Certificate of vending,
letter of recommendation
from ULB/TVC,
documents of past
loan taken for vending,
membership details
of any street vendors’
association or any other
document proving that the
person is a vendor will be
required
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Mission Karmayogi

Good Governance Initiatives

CIVIL SERVANTS
FOR FUTURE
Capacity building & prepping officers to
take up future challenges in governance
is the objective and Mission Karmayogi
focuses on doorstep delivery with
efficiency and élan

A

fter One Nation, One
Ration Card and National
Recruitment Agency (NRA),
now there is a watershed moment
for bureaucracy as well when the
Government has come up with
Mission Karmayogi. This is a
comprehensive reform of capacity
building apparatus at individual
and institutional levels for efficient
public service delivery. The Mission
aims to ensure ‘Ease of Living’ for
common man and create a new
future-ready civil service for a New
India.
Mission Karmayogi aims to
prepare civil servants for the
future by making them more
creative, constructive, imaginative,
innovative, proactive, professional,
progressive, energetic, enabling,
transparent
and
technologyenabled. In a series of tweets,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi said
that Mission Karmayogi would
radically improve the Human
Resource management practices
in the Government.
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Prime Minister's Public
Human Resources
Council

1
INSTITUTIONAL
FRAMEWORK
OF NPCSCB LED
BY THE PRIME
MINISTER

4

2

Capacity Building
Commission

3

Coordination Unit
headed by the Cabinet
Secretary

Special Purpose Vehicle for
owning and operating the
digital assets to manage iGOTKarmayogi platform

No Service worth the name
can claim to exist if it
does not have in view the
achievement of the highest
standard of integrity
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
Former Home Minister

TRANSITION TIME
It was a transition time for the
civil services when the first Home
Minister of the country Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel said while
addressing IAS probationers on
April 21, 1947: “I would advise
you to maintain the utmost
impartiality and incorruptibility
of administration. A civil servant
cannot afford to, and must not,
take part in politics. Nor must
he involve himself in communal
wrangles. To depart from the
path of rectitude in either of these
respects is to debase public
service and to lower its dignity.
Similarly, no Service worth the
name can claim to exist if it does
not have in view the achievement
of the highest standard of
integrity.”
CAPACITY BUILDING PLAN
Apparently with a similar
thought process, the Union

THE ROLE OF CAPACITY
BUILDING COMMISSION
4 To assist the PM Public
Human Resources Council
in approving the annual
capacity building plans
4 To exercise functional
supervision over all central
training institutions dealing
with civil services capacity
building
4To create shared learning
resources, including
internal and external faculty
and resource centres
4 To coordinate
and supervise the
implementation of the
capacity building plans
4 To make recommendations
on training and capacity
building
4 To set norms for common
mid-career training
programmes
4 To suggest policy
interventions required
in the areas of HR
management

FINANCIAL
IMPLICATIONS
A Special Purpose
Vehicle (SPV) for
NPCSCB will be set
up. It will manage
iGOT-Karmayogi
platform
To cover around 46
lakh Government
employees, a sum
of Rs 510.86 Crore
will be spent over
a period of 5 years
from 2020-21 to
2024-25
The SPV will own all
Intellectual Property
Rights on behalf of
the Government.
An appropriate
monitoring
and evaluation
framework will
also be put in place
for performance
evaluation of all
users of the iGOTKarmayogi platform
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Mission Karmayogi

Good Governance Initiatives

Cabinet chaired by the Prime Minister
approved launching of a National
Programme for Civil Services Capacity
Building (NPCSCB) with the institutional
framework.
NPCSCB has been carefully designed to
lay the foundation for capacity building for
civil servants so that they remain entrenched
in Indian culture and sensibilities and
remain connected with their roots. The
programme will be delivered by setting up
an Integrated Government Online TrainingiGOTKarmayogi platform. “This is the
biggest Human Resources Development
reform in the Government,” Union Minister
for Information and Broadcasting Prakash
Javadekar said.
To support the proposed iGOTKarmayogi platform, the efforts are on
to develop state-of-the-art infrastructure
to augment capacities of over two crore
officials. The platform is expected to evolve
into a vibrant and world-class market
place for content where carefully curated
and vetted digital e-learning material will
be made available.
IT BEGINS WITH ‘AARAMBH’
Human resource management has
been among the top priorities of the Prime
Minister and the Government. According to
the Minister of State for Personnel, Public
Grievances and Pensions Jitendra Singh
the foundation for these reforms was laid
during the visit of the Prime Minister to
the Civil Service Academy at Mussoorie
in 2017. After rounds of discussions with
trainers and trainees, the foundation of
the pilot project ‘Aarambh’ was laid. As
per the project, it was decided to change
the existing pattern of training in such
a manner as to conform to the Indian
culture and tradition and as per the current
requirement.
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NEVER LOSE RESPECT FOR
YOUR KHAKI UNIFORM: PM

P

rime Minister Narendra Modi while interacting
with Indian Police Services (IPS) probationers
through video-conference urged them to never
lose respect for their Khaki uniform.
Speaking on the occasion of the ‘Dikshant
Parade Event’ at the Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel
National Police Academy on September 4,
2020, the Prime Minister said that it is very
important that probationers should be proud of
their uniform instead of flexing power out of it.
“Never lose the respect for your Khaki uniform.
The human face of the Khaki uniform has been
engraved in the public memory due to the good
work done by police especially during this
Covid-19,” he said.
The Prime Minister said, “Till now you are a
trainee here in a protective environment. But the
situation will change overnight, the moment you
step out of the Academy. Attitude towards you
will change. Be over conscious, first impression
is the last impression. Wherever you are
transferred your image will follow.”
Union Home Minister Amit Shah tweeted:
“May they serve the nation with utmost
dedication while ensuring its security & integrity.
I am confident that their commitment towards
service will inspire our youngsters to join the
Indian Police Service.”
SCAN QR CODE FOR
PM'S INTERACTION
WITH IPS
PROBATIONERS

HSTDV launch Self-Reliance

INDIA BECOMES FOURTH NATION TO
SUCCESSFULLY LAUNCH HSTDV

I

With the launch of hypersonic cruise vehicle, the country makes big stride
in the Defence sector

ndia has successfully launched
hypersonic
cruise
vehicle
demonstrating the hypersonic
air-breathing scramjet technology
with the flight test of Hypersonic
Technology Demonstration Vehicle (HSTDV). The hypersonic combustion sustained and the cruise
vehicle continued on its desired
flight path at a velocity of six times
the speed of sound i.e. nearly 02
km per second.
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has
successfully demonstrated flight
test of HSTDV from Dr APJ Abdul
Kalam Launch Complex at Wheeler Island off the coast of Odisha on
September 7, 2020. The parameters of launch and cruise vehicle,
including scramjet engine was
monitored by multiple tracking radars, electro-optical systems and
Telemetry Stations.
It was launched using a proven
solid rocket motor, which took it to
an altitude of 30 kilometres, where
aerodynamic heat shields were
separated at hypersonic Mach
number. The cruise vehicle separated from the launch vehicle and
the air intake opened as planned.
The hypersonic combustion sustained and the cruise vehicle continued on its desired flight path at
a velocity of six times the speed of
sounds.

WHAT IS HYPERSONIC
TECHNOLOGY?

The technology which
enables rockets and missiles to travel at Hypersonic speed is considered as
Hypersonic technology.
Speed greater than five
times the speed of sound
(Mach 5) is often referred
to as hypersonic. Hypersonic speed is also called
Supersonic on steroids
and considered the fastest
of the fastest. Supersonic travel is a rate of travel
that exceeds the speed
of sound (Mach 1). The
launched hypersonic vehicle of DRDO attained the
speed of Mach 6.
The DRDO has successfully
flight tested the Hypersonic
Technology Demonstration
Vehicle using the
indigenously developed
scramjet propulsion system.
I congratulate DRDO on
this landmark achievement
towards realising Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
vision of Atmanirbhar Bharat.
Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh

HOW WILL INDIA BENEFIT?
The technology can be
used for rockets and
missiles. This technology will help hitting the
target in a lesser time
This will also help saving fuel especially till
the time rocket is in the
atmosphere. So the vehicle will be lighter
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Flagship Scheme

Swachh Bharat Mission

Realising the dream
of Clean India

With more
than 10 Crore
toilets and 100
per cent open
defecation free
(ODF) villages,
the country is
more than ready
to take on the
challenges for a
Dirt-Free India

Prime Minister Narendra Modi on October 2,
2014, launched the Swachh Bharat Mission to
bring the focus on sanitation and to accelerate
efforts to achieve universal sanitation coverage.
The mission was implemented as a nation-wide
campaign aimed at making rural areas free from
open defecation by 2019 through mass scale
behaviour change, construction of householdowned and community-owned toilets and
establishing mechanisms for monitoring toilet
construction and usage. The ambitious project is
now a huge success with the country declaring
itself ‘open-defecation free’ (ODF) on October 2,
2019 by building over 100 million toilets in the
rural India
36 New India Samachar

N

ow, be it building toilets at
homes or public toilets in the
urban areas, the rate of success
is more than the target. The success
rate for building domestic toilets has
reached 105 per cent. In the case of
community and public toilets, it has
achieved 117 per cent results.
The Prime Minister exhorted an
entire nation on August 15, 2014 to
celebrate Mahatma Gandhi’s 150th
birth anniversary on October 2, 2019
as making India dirt-free and to make
villages open defecation free (ODF) by
constructing toilets at homes in villages.
This resolve by the Prime Minister has
now become a mass movement across

the country. Now, after getting all
the villages in ODF category, the
Government is moving towards
ODF+ which aims for categorizing
well maintained and clean toilets
private as well as public in the
cities and villages. Apart from that
to make railway lines clean, the
provision of Bio toilets have been
introduced in trains.
To motivate people about the
movement, the Prime Minister
through his proactive approach
always talks about the success
of Swachh Bharat Mission on
national as well as at international
forums. Be it from the ramparts of
the Red Fort on Independence Day
celebrations or at the Howdy Modi
programme in the US, the Prime
Minister has always mentioned the
success of Swachh Bharat Abhiyan
and the role of people of the country
in making it a huge success.
The Prime Minister always
believed in setting up examples
for the citizens to engage them
in the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.
He launched the campaign from
Valmiki Sadan in New Delhi on
October 2, 2014, by picking up
a broom and cleaning the street
thereby encouraging people to
follow suit. It became a mass
movement with people as well
as celebrities participating in the
campaign regularly.

Talks about clean India even
in foreign countries

At Howdy Modi programme on
September 22, 2019, the Prime
Minister said that in the past 70
years, the rural sanitation of the
country was at poor 38.70 per cent.

The success of Swachh Bharat Mission is not
mine. I don’t claim this success, it belongs to
the people. The dream of Swachhta cannot
be achieved even if 100 Mahatma Gandhis
or 1000 Narendra Modi come together. But if
125 crore Indians come together that dream
can easily be fulfilled
Prime Minister Narendra Modi

Facts speak
n Public Toilets
Toilets at homes
Target
58,99,637 Target
5,07,589
n

Actual

62,16,114

Actual

5,94,658

105% of the target 117 % of the target

n

n

More than 60,000 toilet blocks from over 290 cities, including 500
toilet blocks of NHAI are shown on the Google map
The Swachhta App launched by the Government, was downloaded
by more than 1.55 Crore citizens

Swachh Bharat Mission (Rural)
n

10,65,56,165 household toilets built
since October 2, 2014

n

6,03,177 ODF villages

n

2,62,736 ODF Gram Panchayats

n

706 ODF districts

n

36 ODF States/UTs

How toilets in
households
increased - IHHL
(in%)
October 2, 2014 38.7
2015-2016

50.85

2016-2017

64.92

2017-2018

84.19

2018-2019

98.28

2019-2020

100

2020-2021

100

Swachh Bharat (Urban) Garbage-free cities with 5- star ratings

Open Defecation Free (Urban) State

Total cities
43,722
ODF declared
4323 (99%)

Certified
(ODF+)
1632 (37%)

Certified
(ODF ++)
Certified cities 489 (11%)
4204 (96%)

District

City

Chhattisgarh

Surguja

Ambikapur

Gujarat

Rajkot

Rajkot

Gujarat

Surat

Surat

Karnataka

Mysore

Mysore

MP

Indore

Indore

Maharashtra

Thane

Navi Mumbai
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Flagship Scheme

Swachh Bharat Mission

PRIME MINISTER SPEAKS ON SWACHH BHARAT MISSION

The commitment of Prime Minister Narendra Modi and the Government can be gauged from
the fact that for the last 6 years, he has been regularly giving updates about the Swachh Bharat
Mission from the Red Fort. Some snippets:

2020
On the 150th year
of Gandhi’s birth
anniversary, India freed
its villages from open
defecation

2016

The campaign for
women pride in villages
of the country is an
important issue of
today. The practice of
open defecation should
be stopped

Solid Waste
Management
Waste Generation
1,42, 58 MT/day
Processing
95, 066 MT/day
Door-to-door
collection
83,213 wards
Garbage-free city
(Star ratings)
1-star
3- star
5- star

64
86
6

2019
I am confident that within
the next few weeks of 2019
itself India will declare
itself Open Defecation
Free. States, Villages,
Municipalities, Media,
everyone has started a massmovement regarding ODF

2015

In 2019, we are about
to celebrate the 150th
anniversary of Mahatma
Gandhi. On the 150th
anniversary of Gandhiji
we have to handover
him a “Swachh Bharat”
as a tribute

HOW SBM SAVES MONEY, LIFE AND GENERATES JOBS

According to a 2017 report of
UNICEF, an increase in hygiene has
saved Rs 50,000 per family with ODF
status to villages, which was spent
on diseases
n As per 2018 WHO report, the mission
saved 3 lakh lives
n As per 2019 UNICEF report, the
Swachh Bharat Mission has
generated 75.5 lakh full-time jobs
between October 2014 and February
2019 in rural India
n
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2018

When I talked about
cleanliness from the
ramparts of Red Fort in
2014, some people made
fun. Bapu, during his
lifetime, attached greater
importance to cleanliness
than even to freedom.

2014

All schools in the
country should have
separate toilets for girls.
Only then our daughters
will not be compelled to
leave schools midway

The present Government has built
more than 11 Crore toilets in five years
and rural sanitation has reached 99
per cent.

Global Goalkeeper Award

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation
at the Lincoln Center of Performing
Arts in New York gave the Global
Goalkeeper Award to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for the success of the
Swachh Bharat Mission in September
2019. The Foundation said that 50
Crore people got health protection
through the campaign.

War Against Corona

CHECKING PANDEMIC
Precaution is better than cure to
fight the COVID-19 pandemic and
India is successfully doing it with
an ascending recovery rate

G

lobal Handwashing Day that falls on
October 15 has become a necessity in the
time of COVID-19 Pandemic. With focus on
hand washing and sanitizing, use of mask and
maintaining 2 sq. yards distance, the nation’s
successful fight against Corona pandemic has
reached to a new level with very high number
of daily recoveries. The continuous upward
trajectory of India’s recovery rate has touched
78.64 per cent on September 17, 2020.
In an unprecedented surge, India has recorded
the highest number of single day recoveries on
September 21, 2020. More than 1 lakh (1,01,468)
new recoveries have been registered in a single
day. With this, the total number of recoveries
are nearly 45 lakh (44,97,867). This has
resulted in the Recovery Rate touching 80.86%.
India’s landmark achievement of recording the
maximum number of recoveries has positioned
it as the top country globally.

‘eSanjeevani’ records 3 lakh tele-consultations
The Union Health Ministry's ‘eSanjeevani’
telemedicine service for tele-consultations
has completed 3 Lakh tele-consultations.
Union Minister for Health and Family
Welfare Dr Harsh Vardhan had presided
over a meet to commemorate the platform’s
completion of 1.5 lakh consultations on
August 9, 2020. The platform has doubled
the number of consultations within a month
since then.

More than 44 LAKH PATIENTS RECOVER

India Fights Corona

As on September 22, 2020

Two yards Distance

56, 46,010 cases reported in India

Recovery Rate

80.86%

44, 97,867 patients have been cured. 80 out of 100 patients
are recovering. The death rate is 1.59%.
On September 21 , 1,01,468 patients recovered
79% of the recovered patients are from 10 states & Union
Territories. States are Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Kerala, West
Bengal, Punjab & Delhi
36.3 times increase in isolation beds since March 2020,
while 24.6 % increase in ICU beds
2,31,093 beds with oxygen support and 32,575 beds with
ventilators are available
(Figures till September 22, 2020 Source: Ministry of Health)
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Positive Approach

Changing India

EMPOWERING
PEOPLE

Various schemes started by the Government
have immensely benefited people across the
country and now they are vocal about the
benefits of these schemes

MOHAMMAD SHAFI GETS A HOUSE UNDER PMAY-G

P

radhan Mantri Awas Yojana
- Gramin (PMAY-G) has
helped many realise their dream
of having a house. Mohammad
Shafi from Poonch district in J&K
is one such beneficiary who says,
“I am thankful to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi for the scheme
like PMAY-G.” Over half a dozen
houses have been handed over

IIT Bombay’s innovation of
virtual convocation

W

hen Prime Minister Narendra Modi attended
the 2018 convocation ceremony of IITBombay, he appealed for innovation to serve
humanity. His appeal worked and the institute
living up to its reputation organised a virtual
convocation during the
Coronavirus pandemic.
From dignitaries on
dais to the message of
guests to handing over
of degrees to students,
everything was done in
a usual manner but virtually. CEO of Blackstone
Stephen Watchman and Nobel laureate Duncan M
Haldane, who participated in the ceremony virtually,
said, “The entire world needs to learn from this
programme because in the changing time, India is
presenting itself strongly in the field of innovation.”
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U

to beneficiaries in the Mankote
Tehsil of Poonch district. Another
beneficiary Rukhsana Kausar
says, “We were forced to live a
miserable life but now we are living
comfortably.” Over 2.25 crore
houses have been built under
the PMAY for beneficiaries who
had a dream of having their own
houses.

Government schemes
provided help in pandemic

naware of the pandemic,
Pushpa Choudhary of
Ranchi opened her JanDhan account just before the
lockdown, which has proved
to be of a great help. She
says, “When I received Rs
500 each for three months, it
was very satisfying for me.” When coronavirus hit
the country, Mahendra Singh Prajapati of Jaipur
got a loan under the PM SVANidhi Scheme and
farmers got benefited under the Kisan Samman
Nidhi. Haridas Pegam, a farmer from Akola in
Maharashtra, said that the money transferred
under the PM Kisan Samman Nidhi during Corona
helped him to buy pesticides and compost.
Beneficiaries are expressing their gratitude
towards the Prime Minister.

Media Corner
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Ideas of Self-Reliance and boycott of foreign goods that had their
genesis in the Swadeshi movement went on to become potent
weapons in our freedom struggle. Charkha was popularised on a
wide scale and Khadi became the fabric of the national movement.
Gandhiji considered Khadi as a symbol of independence and
self-sufficiency. The Government of India’s “Make in India” and
clarion call made by Prime Minister Narendra Modi of “Self-Reliant
India” carries forward the spirit of Swadeshi.

KHADI TO ME IS THE SYMBOL OF UNITY OF INDIAN
HUMANITY, OF ITS ECONOMIC FREEDOM AND EQUALITY
MAHATMA GANDHI
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